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Foreword by the Chairperso
of the Board of Directors
Every home has its story and the Palestinian
Businesswomen’s Association (Asala) has a story too.
Our story is the story of every Palestinian woman living in
this weary country whose willpower and ambition guided
her towards success and empowerment. In the past
years, we worked on being a cohesive and supportive
body for every woman who realized the significance of
her existence and her potential resurrection into a world
where she is the actor, the producer and where she is in
control of her fate. We particularly supported women who want to alleviate the economic burden
within this besieged country. Our continuous efforts in supporting women in the past years were
successful: we were able to accomplish countless tangible achievements regarding women’s
economic empowerment. Due to the great harmony among Asala’s staff, the members in the
Board of Directors, and the general assembly; last year witnessed fruitful accomplishments for
Asala’s visions and objectives in economically empowering Palestinian women everywhere.
Last year, Asala expanded its activity in various areas in the South, North, and the Centre.
Despite numerous challenges, Asala was also able to maintain its work in the beloved Gaza
Strip. Moreover, Asala worked on developing inclusive and innovative programs that proved to
be more efficient for our beneficiaries. Although the division between Asala’s financial and nonfinancial services resulted in an extensive lack of resources, we were able to overcome these
challenges and maintain a resilient, essential and efficient role.
We congratulate ourselves today and hope for more success in the future in order to ensure
the sustainability of our virtuous journey. In this report, we present to you a detailed account
of our work that became possible as a result of our dedicated and hardworking staff as well as
the Board of Directors who worked hard in implementing and achieving our mission. We hope
to continue our mission and we are always honoured to intertwine our hands with the hands of
Palestinian women everywhere.
Raja’ Rantisi
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Introduction
About Us:
The Palestinian Businesswomen’s Association (Asala) is a civil society organization that was
founded in 1997 under the name “Women’s Business Center”. The association was officially
registered as its current name in 2001.
From the beginning of its foundation, Asala’s objectives focused on enhancing Palestinian women
capacities and skills in order to ensure their effective participation in the Palestinian community.
Moreover, Asala worked on achieving equality through a rights-based approach by seeking
opportunities and finding resources for women in order to enhance the general economic situation
for Palestinian families.
In 1997, Asala started providing marginalized Palestinian women with micro-loans for small
businesses. Accordingly, Asala disbursed more than 30,000 loans at an amount of USD 000 ,35
to small project and business owners. In doing so, Asala supported women in project management
and development in order to increase their productivity and enhance the economic situation of their
families.
In order to provide these services for women, Asala established 9 field offices throughout the
West Bank (Ramallah, Bethlehem, Jenin, Tulkarem, Nablus, Hebron) and in the Gaza Strip. Based
on the beneficiaries needs, Asala expanded its area of work to reach thousands of marginalized
women entrepreneurs in villages and remote areas who suffer from difficulties and restrictions on
movement. In addition to Asala’s micro-loans services, Asala worked on providing technical and
administrative services for beneficiaries through capacity building and marketing trainings in order
to ensure effective access to the market.

Structural and Strategic Development
In 2014, Asala separated its activities as a development civil society organization from its microloans activities due to government policy changes that targeted financial organizations. In 2014,
Asala company for Credit and Development was established and officially registered. As a result, the
company became the financial umbrella for the association’s beneficiaries. The association, hence,
maintained its existence as a developmental and non-governmental organization. In addition, Asala
sustained its work in empowering Palestinian women’s socioeconomic situation through capacitybuilding, networking trainings as well as access to market. It worked on advocating women’s rights
and increasing their political and socioeconomic participation.
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Henceforth, Thee Palestinian Businesswomen
Association (Asala) was primarily focused
on creating innovative and inclusive
developmental programs that supported
women’s capacities and engagement in the
market according to their abilities. On the
other hand, Asala worked with women from
marginalized and conservative backgrounds
in order to enhance their family’s economic
situation.
In order to achieve these goals, Asala is
currently working on various developmental
programs that target a wider sector of
beneficiaries and tailoring the programs to suit
their needs.

Vision:
Influential and empowered Palestinian women in a just and equal society.

Mission:
The Palestinian Businesswomen’s Association (Asala) is a Palestinian development organization that works
towards the empowerment of women with low-income and resources to achieve their socioeconomic rights.

Values:
Transparency, Credibility, Innovation Engagement and Inclusion.

Strategic Goals:
Achieve socioeconomic rights for Palestinian women.
Equip women with technical tools and capacities that will enable them to effectively engage and
integrate in the market.
Strengthen women’s access to market.
Ensure the sustainability and efficiency of the Palestinian Businesswomen’s Association (Asala).
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The Annual General
Assembly Meeting
The annual general assembly for the Palestinian
Businesswomen’s Association (Asala) was held on
Monday the 13th of August 2018 at the association’s
headquarters in Al-Bireh city. 16 members out of 28
were present. The meeting commenced according to
the clauses attached in the agenda:
Chairperson, Mrs. Raja Rantisi announced quorum
2017 annual report was presented and the association’s accomplishments including highlights
throughout the year were discussed and approved unanimously.
The discussion session allocated time for inquiries. Moreover, recommendations were proposed
regarding utilizing the general assembly and staff’s expertise for the association’s activities.
Ernest and Young Firm audited the financial report for 2017 and the report was unanimously
approved.
Ernest and Young was accredited as the financial auditor for 2018.
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The Association’s
Organizational Development
On November 2018, the Palestinian
Businesswomen’s Association (Asala) in
cooperation with Center For International
Private Enterprise (CIPE) conducted a
workshop to review the 2018 strategic plan for
2020-2018 in Jericho. On the first day of the workshop, the discussion included the following topics:

Review of the Strategic Plan:
Asala team presented the most prominent activities carried out in 2018. Moreover, it presented the
programs and activities for the upcoming years in order to ensure Palestinian women’s empowerment
and effective engagement in the economic sphere. The workshop’s participants expressed the
importance of focusing on access to market through integrating innovative ideas within the program.

Membership and Services Program:

the membership program in cooperation with CIPE was thoroughly discussed in order to set it up for
the second phase. The services that will be provided for the members were presented via PowerPoint.

Advocacy and Lobbying:
Asala, through CIPE’s project, addressed and presented the topic of lobbying and advocacy. The
related topics were evaluated and updated based on the discussions. These issues will be thoroughly
presented later by Asala.
On the workshop’s second day, Asala’s
team participated in networking and
strategic communications training that was
conducted by the Center for International
Private Enterprise (CIPE). The training
offered useful and essential information on
communication in general and electronic
communication in particular. It also included
strategic communication skills, communication
channels, and ways of identifying target
groups. This was presented via PowerPoint
through interactive discussions and primarily under the title “Strategic Communication and Planning”.
The training included constructive feedback on the communication tools utilized by Asala. The
feedback was based on pre-evaluation forms completed by Asala’s team before the training in order
to develop Asala’s communication and networking tools and methods. The participants were divided
to three groups based on various target groups and the three primary programs offered by Asala.
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Memorandum of Understanding
(MoU)
On June 2018, the Palestinian Businesswomen’s Association (Asala) signed a partnership agreement with
the Islamic Relief (France) Organization. The partnership aimed at conducting a capacity-building training
for marginalized, low-income, and widowed women in the West Bank. Moreover, the training provided tools
and resources for the development of women’s skills in order to manage their projects and integrate them
in the economic sphere.
On the 16th of October 2018, a memorandum of understanding was signed between The Palestinian
Businesswomen’s Association (Asala) and Leaders Organization in partnership with Enabel Belgian
Development Agency and B&S Europe. The Memorandum of Understanding was designed to engage Asala
in implementing “start-up projects” in order to further strengthen the establishment of small businesses
and strengthen women’s capacities to become more competitive and financially sustainable. The joint
partnership will target 30 small and micro-projects owned by women entrepreneurs (Asala’s beneficiaries)
and will provide them with basic financial services related to marketing and branding to develop their
projects in line with their needs.
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GROW: Creating Economic Opportunities for Women and Youth in
the West Bank
Within the Grow project, Asala is implementing the “Creating Economic opportunities for Women and Youth
in the West Bank” project in cooperation with CoWater Sogema and Near East Foundation (NEF) through
the financial support of the Canadian government. In partnership with the Ministry of National Economy,
the project targets low-income women and youth in order to empower them economically and increase their
economic prosperity in the West Bank. The project responds to development-based needs and challenges
facing women entrepreneurs in the West Bank. In doing so, the project aims at overcoming women’s
unrecognized roles, hence, empowering their voices and roles in the socioeconomic field. Also, the project
focuses on enhancing women’s productivity and capacity in the competitive agricultural sector.
In conjunction with the Ministry of National Economy’s announcement on holding elections for the
Chambers of Commerce in several governorates, Asala and the Grow team saw this as an opportunity to
raise awareness among women and relevant stakeholders about the low representation and presence of
women in the Chambers of Commerce. It is worth noting, the Chambers of Commerce former elections
were held in 2011 and the elections’ results revealed that women’s representation is very low in the
Chambers since only 4 female candidates were elected throughout the governorates. Hence, Asala and
the Grow team worked on strengthening the participation of women in the upcoming elections as well as
activating their role in one of the oldest bodies representing the private sector; the Chambers of Commerce.
Asala conducted an open dialogue with decision through the Chambers of Commerce in order to discuss
changing policies and legislations to be more inclusive of women and their role in the chambers.

1. Focus Groups:
In order to reach women’s voices, opinions, and identify the challenges they face, Asala organized 5 focus
groups with women entrepreneurs and small business owners in five different areas. The areas included
Ramallah, Jenin, Nablus, Tulkarem, and Hebron. Focus groups aimed at encouraging women to join and
engage in the Chambers of Commerce through registering and running for elections. Asala presented the
benefits of participating in the Chambers via PowerPoint and explicated the requirements and procedures
for the nomination process. Following the presentation, the floor was open for interactive discussion
between participants and Asala’s team that resulted in the proposition of several recommendations to be
conveyed to the Chambers of Commerce. One of the participants voiced her opinion regarding one of the
challenges restricting her from nominating herself stating:

“I thought about running for elections, however, one of the primary reasons
that prevented me from doing so, is the costly running fee of JoD 1000.”
A focus group participant
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Focus Groups Outputs:
Several women did not register because of their lack of belief in the real benefits and returns in
participating Chambers of Commerce’s activities.
Several participants expressed their support through voting for female candidates.
Participants indicated the exorbitant fee for participation (estimate of USD 1000)
Participants mentioned that registration and participation in the Ministry of National Economy is more
effective than the Chambers of Commerce.
Several participants indicated that the registration process is complicated and vague especially for
women pursuing innovative small business likes organic farming.
Several participants mentioned the lack of communication between female members in the
Chambers.

2. Lobbying and Advocacy - Media Campaign:
Through the grow project, Asala launched a lobbying and advocacy campaign to mobilize and shed light
on the challenges preventing women from being well represented in the Chambers. As well as the lack of
reaching high positions in the decision-making processes within the Chambers. The challenges included
the high and non-refundable registration fees of Jod 1000, the limited duration for nomination process
(one week after the Minister of National Economy’s election announcement) and other challenges that
hinder a wider women representation in the Chambers. Moreover, the campaign aimed at increasing the
community’s awareness about these challenges, hence, working towards amending and changing the
policies in order to motivate women in taking effective roles in the chambers.
The campaign utilized different media outlets and tools in order to reach a wider range of people and attract
a wider audience. The campaign’s success lies behind its various effective lobbying and advocacy tools
including targeting decision makers and civil society organizations and receiving their support in return.

Radio announcement (Radio)
6 radio episodes were prepared and broadcasted on Ajyyal radio, Nisa’ FM, and 24 FM. The episodes
addressed the lack of women participation in the Chambers of Commerce elections and the Boards
of Directors. The episodes aimed at raising awareness among women and motivating them to run for
elections in order to raise their voices and roles in decision making in the Chambers.

Round-table discussions:
On the 7th of November, the Palestinian Businesswomen’s Association (Asala) organized a round-table
discussion at the Chambers of Commerce in Ramallah city. The discussions addressed the challenges
and restrictions that limit the participation of women entrepreneurs in the chambers as well as running
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for elections in the Chambers of commerce. Several representatives were present from civil society
organizations, the public sector and human rights advocates.
Mr. Khalil Rizk, Chairman of the Federation of Palestinian Chambers of Commerce and Chairman of
Ramallah and Al-Bireh Chamber of Commerce and Industry attended the roundtable discussion and
confirmed the importance of these projects in empowering women and raising community awareness. He
also stressed the motivational role the federation played in increasing the participation while mentioning the
4 elected female members. Moreover, he indicated the challenges within current the legal framework that
limited the broader participation of businessowners including women entrepreneurs in running for elections.
In addition, the participants discussed the challenges and difficulties in reaching leadership roles inside the
chambers’ current structure and in running for elections. Several solutions were suggested and discussed
that contribute to a wider representation for women in the economic sphere including seeking legal
assurance and guarantees.
The round-table discussion addressed the Palestinian Central Council’s resolution regarding allocating a
%30 quota for women. The participants discussed this resolution in light of the Palestinian Government’s
adoption of the CEDAW agreement unconditionally. The discussion resulted in the following
recommendations:
1. Draft a policy paper with the participation of civil society organizations committee led by Asala. The
paper will emphasize the importance of an inclusive approach towards representation in the Chambers
of Commerce. Moreover, it will tackle the limitations preventing small project and businessowners
from engaging in the decision-making process.
2. Call for legislative and policy amendments through a human rights and civil society coalition. The
amendments will not only include the elections process but will also include the implementation of
incentives to encourage participation and representations. This includes simplifying and supporting
the facilitation of the elections process for small businessowners (especially women entrepreneurs)
as well as reducing nomination fees.
3. Evaluate and review existing services (registration, marketing, exporting...etc.) and implement
services that meet women’s needs.
4. Strengthen the role of gender units in the Chambers of Commerce and allocate an annual budget
for their work.
5. Develop methods to motivate small businessowners to register in informal sectors.
6. Adopt a %30 women quota in line with the Central Council’s resolution and CEDAW’s agreement.
7. Strengthen the communication with the Chambers’ general assembly in order to enhance effective
participation in the democratic process by informing them of elections through different platforms
and outlets. Moreover, present financial and administrative reports and seek the general assembly’s
approval in order to ensure the customary protocol before elections.
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Media Reports:
Draft and publish three media reports though Asala’s media campaign on 24 FM website. The reports shed
light on the limitations and challenges preventing women’s active participation in the Chambers of Commerce.
They call for increasing women’s representation in the Chambers by conveying recommendations that will
support women’s economic empowerment.

Radio Interview:
24 FM broadcasted an interview with Asala’s chairperson, Mrs. Raja’ Rantisi and the Chairman of the
Federation of Palestinian Chambers of Commerce, Mr. Khalil Rizk as well as a member in the Central
Council for the Chamber of Commerce elections, Mr. Zuhair Asaily. The discussion revolved around the
Chambers policies that limit women’s participation in the Chambers including nomination requirements,
nomination fees and the nomination and elections duration. Mrs. Rantisi stressed the need to work on
changing some of these laws and policies to be more inclusive of women and their roles in the Chambers.

Short Film: “Within Equal Opportunities, Rests Our Power”
Asala produced a short film as part of a joint campaign on Women’s International Day to raise awareness
about women and human rights through Within Equal Opportunities, Rests Our Power slogan. The film
addressed the importance of businesswomen’s participation in the Palestinian Chambers of Commerce
and revealed the low representation and participation of women in the Chamber's membership and Board
of Directors. In particular, the film tackled the barriers that prevent women from running in the chamber’s
elections and the difficulties they face in reaching decision-making positions.

Infographics:
Asala presented and published two infographics addressing women’s low representation in the Chambers
of Commerce. The first infographic shows the gap in the chamber’s membership and participation in the
boards of directors between men and women. The second infographic explains the Chamber’s legislations
and policies that limit women’s active participation in the board of directors’ elections. Moreover, it also
addresses the chamber’s services that do not respond to small businessowners and their needs. The
infographic proposes recommendations and solutions in order to increase women’s representation and
participation.
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Impact and Results:
- The campaign contributed in raising women’s awareness on the importance of their voices and effective
roles in decision making positions.
- The campaign aimed at supporting women’s
empowerment to claim their economic, social
and political rights by raising their awareness
about their rights.
- The campaign shed a light on the importance of
women’s participation and roles in representative
institutions like the Chambers of Commerce.
- The campaign played an essential role in attracting
attention from relevant authorities concerning the low number of women’s participation in the Chambers of
Commerce. Accordingly, decision makers and relevant stakeholders cooperated and assisted in making
a change.
- The media campaign’s lobbying and advocacy aspects succeeded in placing pressure on decision and
policy makers that resulted in the adoption of recommendations to change the status quo.
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“Building the Palestinian Businesswomen Association (Asala’s) Capacities
Asala advocating for businesswomen’s interests” Project.
On January 2018, Asala signed an agreement with the Center for International Private Enterprise (CIPE)
to implement the second phase of the “Building the Palestinian Businesswomen Association (Asala’s)
Capacities - Asala advocating for businesswomen’s interests” project. This phase focuses on two primary
factors, firstly, develop and building the association’s capacity in order to work with a membership program
focused on offering and providing services for members. Secondly, the phase focused on developing the
association’s capacity in defending women’s rights by empowering their voices through identifying relate
challenges and issues including identifying lobbying and advocacy priorities.
During CIPE’s visit to Asala’s Association in April 2018, Asala and CIPE’s team met with two groups
of Asala’s beneficiaries from Jenin and Nablus. The participants discussed their needs, priorities and
challenges they face in order to lay the foundation for the proposed membership program and its’ services.
The membership program was presented and was met with unanimous approval and support by the
beneficiaries. Accordingly, Asala’s team in cooperation with CIPE held meetings with suppliers to search
for ways to join the membership program through establishing a special category for suppliers in order to
ensure women’s accessibility to suitable and affordable suppliers. The majority of suppliers showed interest
in joining Asala’s membership program.
Moreover, CIPE visited Asala again between the 15th and 19th of July 2018 and met with two groups of
Asala’s beneficiaries from Beit Duqqo and Jenin. The floor was given the participants where they discussed
their needs, priorities and challenges they face in order for the membership program to take them into
consideration. A follow-up meeting was held with suppliers to discuss the finalization of the membership
program. The visit included a revision and evaluation of the methodology used in round-table discussions
as well as the services and benefits offered to members within the membership program. The offered
services and round-table discussions and results were presented to beneficiaries via PowerPoint.
Accordingly, Asala with the cooperation of CIPE designed services and benefits for members to meet the
needs of small businesswomen owners. 9 round-table discussions were held with women entrepreneurs in
the West bank and Gaza (Beit Duqqo, Jenin, Jericho, Ramallah, Qalqilya, and 3 in Gaza). The discussions
were held between July and November 2018 and they included the membership program’s services that
will support the development of their projects as well as marketing their products. In addition, lobbying and
advocacy issues were presented and voted on to enable their participation in identifying priority agendas
related to advocacy, lobbying and impact on decision makers.
The round-table discussions were divided into two parts, the first part introduced the membership program
and the benefits and services offered by Asala to the members. The second part was focused on identifying
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lobbying and advocacy issues related to small businesswomen owners including conducting a vote on priority
issues. The presented lobbying and advocacy issues were based on an analytical research titled “Studying
Potential Legal and Social Environments to Integrate Small Businesswomen Owners in the Market”. The
study was conducted by Asala with the financial support of CIPE through the “Broadening the Horizon of
Democratic Practices for Palestinian Women through Dialogue and Participation Reforms” project. The
women related issues included the following: right to inheritance, reducing tax for businessowners, legal
protection from sexual harassment, and gender-based violence. Moreover, the right to claim custody of
children, maternal leave, lack of education and vocational trainings and gender pay gaps.

Impact and Results:
Round-table discussions contributed to setting a membership criterion and identifying the benefits
and services offered by Asala's exclusive membership program. In addition, setting fees that women
can afford in return or the services as well as identifying lobbying and advocacy priorities.
Meetings for the membership program with the beneficiaries and suppliers enabled a better
understanding of the service package according to each group/category. In addition, each group
was provided with the opportunity to vote and suggest ideas and constructive interventions including
developing the structural aspect of the membership.
Round-table discussions strengthen the democratic participation of women entrepreneurs and small
business owners in identifying priorities and issues related to the challenges they face. Moreover, it
offered a floor for women to voice their opinions and propose ideas related to their membership and
the services provided with it.
Round-table discussions enhanced Asala’s understanding of businesswomen’s priorities in order
to present them to decision makers and relevant stakeholders. through lobbying and advocacy
campaigns.
Round-table discussions contributed to enhancing women’s feeling of belonging towards Asala and
its membership program. Women considered Asala as an umbrella that adopts their needs and
challenges and aims at socioeconomic independence for women.
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Database - Asala’s Members and Beneficiaries:
Asala created a comprehensive database that includes beneficiaries and businesswomen owners who
benefited from the association’s programs and activities and who are potential members in the membership
program conducted by Asala with the support of CIPE. The establishment of the database is a preparatory
step for Asla’s membership program for it provides classification of future members including the type of
their project, area of residence and contact information.

Workshop on Advocacy for Asala’ Staff
during their visit to Asala from 17th to 19th of July 2018, the Center for International Private Enterprise
(CIPE) conducted a training workshop on advocacy. The workshop aimed to develop Asala’s skills in
raising advocacy issues.
The workshop was delivered through various activities, worksheets and PowerPoint presentations. It
addressed essential elements for the advocacy process including advocacy goals, policy and advocacy
cycles, and the process of choosing the issue. Moreover, it addressed the importance of analysing relevant
stakeholders and advocacy strategies including the messages they deliver.
Evaluation of the “My Right to Inheritance” campaign: following the success Asala achieved through this twoyear campaign, a consultancy and training company was hired to evaluate the campaign. The evaluation
aims at assessing the impact of the campaign on the community, identifying the right methodologies used
in the campaign, and revealing lessons learned for future risk management. A meeting was held with a
group of campaign coordinators, trainers, and beneficiaries in order to assess the results and impact of the
campaign.
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Youth and Women’s Economic Empowerment in Agricultural
Economy – AMENCA 3
Training Workshops: Jenin and Gaza/Managing small
projects
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The majority of the training beneficiaries work in
food production

The training addressed various topics including introducing marketing tools, the art of negotiations, project
development, financial planning, budgeting, and tools to calculate revenue, profit and loss.
The training depended on various tools and activities revolving around project planning and management
through organization and financial liquidity.
Primary training outputs and results:
- building women’s capacities and exchanging expertise.
- Realizing the importance of facing social difficulties and challenges.
- Initiating the use of financial records and bookkeeping
- Making deals and agreements among each other for their businesses and projects.
After the completion of the training, 8 Field visits to individual and collective food production women projects
were conducted in Jenin. The visit’s objective is to introduce their work as well as evaluate the needs,
strengths and weakness of the project.
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Financial Inclusion for young women and young men in Palestine
Asala implemented the “Financial Inclusion for Young Entrepreneurs in Tunisia and Palestine” project with
the cooperation of the Center of Arab Women for Training and Research (CAWTAR). The project was
financially supported by the Islamic Development Bank (IDB) through their capacity as the director for
the Saudi Fund Development fund (SFD) and with the cooperation of both the Arab Gulf Programme for
Development (AFGUND) and the German Agency for International Cooperation (GIZ).The project aims to
enhance the inclusion of young women and men through the system of comprehensive finance and the
practices used in order to. Achieve economic empowerment for this sector especially for young women.
The system is essential in facing unemployment, poverty and ensuring sustainable development.

Financial Education Guide for Trainers
Through this project, a guide on financial education for trainers was conducted during a year and half
through joint efforts from CAWTAR, the Tunisian Ministry of Women, Family, Childhood and the Elderly,
and three micro-finance organizations; Micro&Cred and Tayseer organizations from Tunis as well as the
Palestinian Businesswomen Association (Asala). The training guide includes financial related concepts and
management. It is divided to three training themes; acquiring skills in the fields of money-making,
spending, budgeting, saving and borrowing. Moreover, it also includes thorough instructions for
trainers on how to conduct each training sessions. In doing so, the training does not only end at knowledge
exchange, it also works towards enhancing financial behaviour and achieving sustainable behavioural
change through regulating spending and borrowing with the support of a saving mechanism.
Through a ToT training conducted by Asala in Jordan, Asala adjusted and contextualized the language and
the content of the guide to fit Palestinian context. The adjustments facilitated the process of understanding
the content and ensured its effective use for the trainees.

Financial Education Training Courses
Asala trained 85 young women entrepreneurs on financial education under the “Financial Inclusion for
Young Entrepreneurs in Tunisia and Palestine” project in Ramallah, Jenin, Nablus and Tulkarem. The
training worked on enhancing businesswomen’s financial management skills and in supporting their
financial behaviour as well as develop the participants skills in marketing, financial education and soft
social skills.
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Outputs and Impact:
Financial and Banking Concepts: the training developed the participant’s understanding of financial and
banking concepts and terminologies.
Budgeting: the training provided the participants with tools and methods to manage their budgets
effectively, utilize bookkeeping, and stressed the importance of separating between personal and project
expenses.
Savings: the training developed the participants skills in drafting a savings plan and ways to increase their
savings.
Communication skills: the training enhanced the participants effective communication skills and
strategies.
Setting Objectives: the training enabled the participants to set goals and objectives through using
S.M.A.R.T (specific, measurable, attainable, realistic and timely).

Electronic Financial Education Training (electronic):
The project provided a 100 young women and men with electronic financial education. The e-learning
course enabled beneficiaries to gain skills and capacities that are provided through registration information
including username and password.

Coaching Hours:
During the project’s period, Asala offered approximately 204 coaching hours to 34 beneficiaries in the
project’s targeted areas. This was conducted through regular field visits to businesswomen. The visits
aimed at creating a follow-up system with women who participated in the financial education training in
order to evaluate their project’s weakness and strength and identify areas of development. In this context,
the trainers filled out evaluation forms regarding their projects and the project’s stage of development.

“Success Story” Film – Financial Inclusion Training
On December 2018, under CAWTAR’s project, Asala produced a short film about an entrepreneur’s
success story. Amani Zaben, one of the project’s beneficiaries who participated in the financial education
training and received 4 hours of training by Asala’s trainers. As a result, Amani applied for a loan from
Asala’s Company and purchased three sewing machines to start her fashion design project.
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I was always talented in fashion design, but I was constantly scared“
of managing my own project. Through this training course, I managed
to prepare a budget, find a savings plan, price items, and reach a wider
segment of people that I want to reach. As result, my project continues
”to grow more and more
Amani Zaben (One of the project’s beneficiaries)

Empower and Support Palestinian Widows
Through the ‘Empower and Support of Palestinian Widows 2019-2018” project, the Palestinian
Businesswomen Association (Asala) in cooperation with the Islamic Relief France conducted two training
courses in project management. The project targeted 16 beneficiaries who are mothers to orphans in
Ramallah and Al-Bireh governorate. Through the project, the participants were trained on project
management and introduced to tools on how to launch and start their own projects as well as ways to
conduct a feasibility study and work plan.
As a result, 9 projects were established in various fields including service, commercial, production fields.
These fields included sheep breeding and accessory stores. In order to create a follow-up system for
the project including an evaluation of development weakness and strength, each beneficiary received 5
coaching hours.

Outputs and Impact:
The training courses supported thee development of women’s skills on how to manage and execute
their projects.
Some widowed women achieved a stable income for their families through establishing income
generating projects.
Coaching hours enabled women to identify their project’s. strengths and weaknesses and develop
it accordingly.
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Creating Sustainable Employment Opportunities and Enhancing the
Economic Situation for Orphan Youth and their Families Through
Soft Loans/Gaza - Project
The Creating Sustainable Employment Opportunities and Enhancing the Economic Situation for Orphan
Youth and their Families project was implemented in April 2018. The project was part of Al-Taawon
organization’s program; “My Future”. The projects targeted orphan youth who lost their fathers “the
breadwinners” during the war on Gaza in 2009/2008.
Through this project, the Palestinian Businesswomen Association (Asala) disbursed 22 soft loans to Asala’s
beneficiaries through “My Future” program’s loaning system. This aimed at enhancing the economic
situation through sustainable means for some youth in the “My Future” program in Gaza.
It is important to note that trainings for beneficiaries were conducted prior to the process of disbursement of
good loans. The project management training included an introduction to marketing and various elements
of the marketing mix. Moreover, the art of negotiations, financial planning and initial project budgeting for
the family as well as ways on how to record purchases and sales through bookkeeping. Lastly, the training
focused on preparing and conducting a feasibility studies for the beneficiary’s projects in order to build their
capacities and empower their management skills.
Project Activities:

1
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Conduct project orientation workshops
and receive loans applications.

2

Trainings:

After conducting field visits and accepting beneficiaries to the training courses, two training courses were
conducted titled, “Management of Small Projects.”60 hours of training courses were given as per the
following table:

Activity

Objective

Train 15 beneficiary from “My
Future” program on the basic
Training
of managing small projects and
(small project enhance their capacity through
)management the following relevant topics:
marketing, financial and time
management.

Training
(Moving
)Forward

Train 15 beneficiary from “My
Future” program on gender
concepts and socioeconomic
empowerment for low-income
people

Outcome

Impact

Through the training activities,
project management skills
were achieved for low-income
entrepreneurs.

The training courses
strengthened the
trainees understanding
of different types of
projects and ways
to manage incomegenerating projects.

An understanding of the basic
rationale behind providing
equal project development
opportunities for men and
women

Develop income
generating job
opportunities for
women and men

Distribution of Loans for Beneficiaries:
Loans disbursement started in May 2018 as the
first stage of the project. During May, 11 loans
were disbursed to establish and develop income
generating projects. The disbursement continued
until October 2018 where a 100 percentage USD
77600 were spent over to the 22 beneficiaries
and %110 as planned.

Follow-up: Payment Process
The beneficiaries started the repayment process for benevolent loans according to the agreement between
the beneficiaries and Asala Association in June 2018. The payment follow-up is conducted on a monthly
basis.
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Economic Empowerment for Gazan Entrepreneurs Project DCA-NCA
Through the project, a number of training courses were implemented on small project management. The
courses aim at developing the trainees’ capacities and equip them with tools to manage their own projects.
Asala. 90 trainees were targeted through 5 training courses. Through the courses, a number of qualified
beneficiaries were nominated to receive small grants for developing and establishing innovative incomegenerating projects. As a result, 35 income-generating projects were established in various fields including
IT and communications.

Project’s Activities:
1. Trainings:
Asala conducted 5 training courses on project management in order to develop young entrepreneurs’ skills
and equip them with tools to manage their own projects. Each training course was conducted for 20 hours
in different locations in the Gaza Strip. The impact of this training is demonstrated in the following table:

Objective
Train 18 entrepreneurs on small
project management basics and
works towards strengthening
their capacities through relevant
training topics including:
marketing, financial and time
management

Outcome

Impact

Through the training’s activities,
project management skills were
introduced and achieved for small
projects entrepreneurs.

The field visits and follow-ups
have showed that the training
helped entrepreneurs personality
growth and increased their project
management and competition
skills

2. Distribute Grants and Establish Projects:
Within the project, 35 income-generating projects were established and developed through granting
average of USD 2450 per grant. The grants included 5 Grants for Asala’s women beneficiaries who are
affected by the difficult economic situation. 30 grants were given to young entrepreneurs, small project
owners, and innovative businesses.
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3 Workshop with the Private Sector
A workshop and a meeting were held between the beneficiaries of the project who received a grant to
establish or develop an income generating project and a group of private sector companies. The meeting
discussed the project’s objectives, working mechanisms that focus on innovative projects in an attempt to
create new job opportunities for youth. The meeting also provided an opportunity for young entrepreneurs
to showcase their products, services and ideas that they offer to the private sector. This enabled youth to
seek investment and networking opportunities. This activity was implemented on the 30th of December
2018.
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Enhance and Support Women’s Access to Market
Asala’s annual exhibition; “Our Hand is for You and Your Hand is Life” in honour of the 8th of March
The Palestinian Businesswomen Association (Asala) held its annual exhibition in honour of the 8th of
March under the slogan “Our Hand is for You and Your Hand is Life” in April 2018 at the Ottomoan Court
in Ramallah City. The exhibition was supported locally by Watanya Mobile Network Operator Company,
Asala Company for Credit and Development,
Coca-Cola Company, Nisaa FM Radio, and
Palestine Investment Fund. The local support
aimed at supporting women entrepreneurs
and their various products as well as to create
a networking scheme among women. 18
small businesswomen owners participated in
the exhibition in order to market and sell their
handmade products including handicrafts,
food, embroidered customers, holiday gifts, soaps and organic oils. 400 people approximately attended
the exhibition including various governmental bodies, donors, and relevant stakeholders. As a result,
the exhibition provided businesswomen with a networking and product promotion opportunity through
developing new customers and engaging with stakeholders. A form for visitors was filled in order to
evaluate the exhibition and its’ showcased products. The forms indicated that the exhibition ranged from
very good – to excellent. The participating women expressed their happiness with the attendance and the
platform provided to attract new customers.
Participation of Asala’s Businesswomen in Marketing events
During 2018, the Palestinian Businesswomen of (Asala) participated in various exhibitions and bazaars
including:
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1. Al-Harajeh Market:
6 of Asala’s beneficiaries participated in the annual bazaar organized by Ramallah’s Municipality from the
20th to the 28th of July 2018 for the 7th consecutive year. The bazaar provides a platform for people to display
their handmade various Palestinian traditional products. In addition, participants displayed handcrafted
artistic products that are inspired by the Palestinian folklore and culture. Asala’s beneficiaries displayed
their handmade products including soaps, accessories, and timbers.

2. Grape Festival:
Some of Asala’s beneficiaries participated in the annual grape festival in Halhul city on the 10th, 11th and 12th
of September 2018. Approximately 100,000 people attended the festival due to the variety of activities and
national products in the festival. Asala’s beneficiaries displayed their products, particularly food products.

3. Palestinian Heritage Day Festival:
Some of Asala's beneficiaries participated in the activities of the Palestinian Heritage Day in July 2018
which was held in the square opposite Al-Bireh Municipality. The festival was conducted in partnership
with Al-Bireh Youth Foundation, Ministry of Women Affairs, Al-Rozana Association. Asala’s beneficiaries
displayed their crafts and handicrafts through the festival’s booths.

4. Exhibition Within the Palestinian Folklore Festival Conducted by Al-Funoon
Popular Art Centre:
Asala held an exhibition for women's products within the activities of the 11th Heritage Festival held in
October by the Al-Funoon Popular Art Centre in Ramallah Cultural Palace. The palace is known for hosting
many cultural activities such as folklore shows, music and folk dancing (Dabkeh). 7 of Asala’s beneficiaries
displayed their unique handmade products.

5. Displaying Women’s Products in Asala’s Headquarters:
Asala provided a place for women to display their products in its headquarters at Al-Bireh city. Asala offered
a one-month opportunity for each product to be displayed at the association’s quarter in order to support
women in marketing their products as well as engage them in all economic activities implemented by the
association.
Asala published a sponsored ad on Facebook to invite businesswomen to send photos of their products, the
project’s name, and contact information. In doing so, Asala was able to collect various businesswomen’s
information and display their products.
Accordingly, Asala started working with businesswomen and entrepreneurs in order to display and sell
their products through promoting them in the association’s designated space. Asala displayed the first
businesswomen’s product under the title “Mountain Honey Lands” ( )عســل جبــال االراضــيmanaged by
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Mrs. Zahwa Abu Muraa. Zahwa who works in the honey business. In early December, Asala Association
displayed the honey product in the office’s designated space. Asala’s team worked on promoting the
product through hanging posters inside the building and through promoting it on Asala’s Facebook page. In
addition, Asala promoted the product through focus groups and round-table discussions with beneficiaries.
Zahwa has achieved NIS 750 from selling the honey product.

6. Asala’s Website “Support our Beneficiaries”
As part of Asala’s mission to support women entrepreneurs and their access to market, Asala assed a new
section on the website titled, «Support our Beneficiaries». The section presents 25 products for women
entrepreneur including a photo and description of each product. Asala is working towards regularly updating
products in order to enable as many women as possible to promote their products and increase their sales.
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Regional Participation

Financial Education ToT Training Course:
In February 2018, Asala’s staff and trainers
participated in a four-days ToT financial
education training course in Jordan under the
“Financial Inclusion for Young Entrepreneurs
in Tunisia and Palestine” project and in cooperation with the cooperation of the Center of Arab Women
for Training and Research (CAWTAR). Through a ToT training conducted by Asala in Jordan, Asala
adjusted and contextualized the language and the content of the guide to fit the Palestinian context. The
adjustments facilitated the process of understanding of the content and ensured its effective use for the
trainees.
Through the training, a training workshop was held to discuss financial integ with the participants as well
as various training activities on three primary topics addressed in the training; financial budget, savings
and debt management. Training materials were distributed to participants.
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